PREPARATION FOR UNI STUDY

This three-day program is free for RMIT students. Build your skills in:
» efficient and independent learning
» time management
» assignment planning and research
» writing and referencing
» online learning at RMIT.

The program is divided into five separate sessions. Choose from the following or come to all:

SESSION 1. INTRODUCTION TO UNI STUDY
Build your skills in:
» efficient and independent learning
» time management
» mind mapping.
Date: Monday 18 February; repeated Wednesday 20 February
Time: 10 am–12 pm
Place: City campus, venue TBC

SESSION 2. ASSIGNMENT STRUCTURE AND PLANNING
An introduction to the steps in the assignment process, the structural features of essays and reports, and the paragraphs from which written assignments are built.
Date: Monday 18 February; repeated Wednesday 20 February
Time: 1 pm–3 pm
Place: City campus, venue TBC

SESSION 3. EFFICIENT READING
Improve the way you read and get more from texts. Learn the pre-reading skills of surveying, skimming and scanning, and how to read for detail and understanding.
Date: Tuesday 19 February; repeated Thursday 21 February
Time: 10 am–12 pm
Place: City campus, venue TBC

SESSION 4. ACADEMIC WRITING AND REFERENCING
Learn to integrate the work of other researchers into your writing through:
» paraphrasing
» quoting directly
» using appropriate linking and reporting words
» preparing a reference list.
Date: Tuesday 19 February; repeated Thursday 21 February
Time: 1 pm–3 pm
Place: City campus, venue TBC

SESSION 5. LIBRARY SEARCH
An introduction to online research at RMIT.
Develop your skills in:
» analysing an assignment topic
» searching online
» using the Library effectively.
Date: Wednesday 20 February; repeated Friday 22 February
Time: 10 am–12 pm
Place: City campus, venue TBC

Please note: this information is correct at the date of printing. Check the Study and Learning Centre website to confirm workshop hours and location before your session.